The *We Shall Remain: Utah Indian Curriculum Guide* (UICG) was funded by the Utah state legislature and coordinated for the state by the Division of Indian Affairs, Department of Community and Culture.

UICG was inspired by the five-part PBS series *We Shall Remain: A Native History of America* that first aired in spring 2009. Although the following materials can be used alone, they were developed by the American West Center at the University of Utah to compliment the five *We Shall Remain: A Native History of Utah* documentaries that explore the history and culture of Utah’s five Indian nations. Special recognition goes to the Utah *We Shall Remain* production team led by Ken Verdoia at KUED Channel 7, the University of Utah’s PBS affiliate.

The University of Utah’s American West Center (AWC) produced the curriculum materials in consultation with the Utah Division of Indian Affairs, Utah State Office of Education, KUED 7, and the Goshute, Northwestern Band of the Shoshone, Southern Paiute, and Ute nations.
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